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      It’s my strong belief that 
advertising can be a noble profession, 
and what we do is fundamentally of 
great value and good. It’s no longer 
good enough to say we merely reflect 
society – we should set ourselves 
a higher goal and realise a more 
progressive ambition.

Tom Knox,  
Former President of the IPA

      I have sat down with all the agencies 
we work with and spoken to them about 
their actual commitment to sustainability… 
We’ve taken it across our supplier base 
because our belief is we can only have a 
truly sustainable business if we work with 
people who are committed to sustainability 
as well.

Keith Weed,  
Chief Marketing Officer, Unilever

      A purpose-driven leadership 
course which looks to explore how 
companies and individuals can have a 
role in how we shape the industry for 
a better future.

2017 Reclaiming Agency participant 
Polly Keane,  
Account Director, Sunshine

      A radical approach to leadership. 
Equipping you with the mind-set to 
lead an organisation in the 21st 
Century.

2017 Reclaiming Agency participant 
Rob McFaul,  
Client Lead and Co-Lead, Mindshare Purpose

A NEW BREED OF LEADER IS NEEDED...

...THAT RECLAIMING AGENCY DELIVERS



This pioneering 6 month leadership course brings together best-in-class 
thinking from sustainability professionals, systems thinkers and human-centred 
design experts. It is designed to provide a new generation of leaders with the 
frameworks, skills and tools needed to thrive in a changing world.

Launched in 2017, Reclaiming Agency is a part-time course for mid-level to 
senior staff, working in advertising and marketing services companies who love 
what they do and want to make more of a positive impact through their work.

Our experienced faculty members support participants in implementing 
purpose-driven growth while addressing pressing problems in society and the 
world around us.

RECLAIMING AGENCY IS A PURPOSE- 
DRIVEN LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME.



In June 2015 we published a report, Reclaiming Agency, based on interviews with industry leaders such 
as Rory Sutherland (Vice Chariman, Ogilvy Group UK), Jon Steel (Group Planning Director, WPP) and 
Laurence Green (Founding Partner, 101). The report presented a strategic opportunity for agencies to take 
the ‘purpose-turn’ – and to define and embody the positive impact they want to have in the world.

http://thecommslab.com/reclaiming-agency/

HELLO. WE ARE THE COMMS LAB. WE EXIST 
TO MAXIMISE THE POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION 
OF THE ADVERTISING INDUSTRY TO SOCIETY.

In February 2017, we launched the pilot of Reclaiming Agency: The Purpose-Driven Leadership Programme 
to help agencies define how to turn theory into action for business success. The programme attracted 
participants working in account management, creative, and strategy from agencies including:

http://thecommslab.com/reclaiming-agency/


WHY IS THIS AN IMPORTANT OPPORTUNITY? 

          Without a sense of purpose,  
no company, either public or private, 
can achieve its full potential.

In 2017, the BBC’s Blue 
Planet 2 highlighted the 
impact of our consumption 
of plastics on our oceans.

Blackrock is the world’s largest investment fund 
with $6.3 trillion under management. Early in 2018, 
Fink sent letters to 1000 CEOs insisting their 
companies should serve a social purpose as well as 
deliver financial performance.

In 2018, Coca-Cola, Sainsbury’s, P&G and many 
others signed the “Plastic Pact”. They committed 
to four world-leading targets, including ensuring 
100% of their plastic packaging will be reusable, 
recyclable or compostable by 2025.

As environmental and societal pressures 
Increase, so does the opportunity for agencies to 
step up and lead on how they and their clients 
are actively helping address these issues.

Agencies who have taken time to understand 
what the area of purpose means to them will be 
best placed to guide clients through this new era.

BUSINESS IS WAKING UP TO THE IMPORTANCE OF HAVING A PURPOSE  
AND MAKING A POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION

Larry Fink,  
CEO, Blackrock



RIDE THE NEXT WAVE  
OF DISRUPTION

Just as digital was a disruptive force 
across the industry, we believe 
purpose represents the next wave 
of disruption.  

10 years ago agencies had to quickly 
learn different skills in different ways 
to take advantage of new, emerging 
digital tools and platforms. We 
believe that today, agencies need 
to learn a different set of skills in a 
different way to harness the benefits 
of becoming more purpose-led.

Reclaiming Agency: The Purpose-
Driven Leadership Programme meets 
that need.

Our mission is to support participants in 
harnessing the next wave of disruption.   
 
We will enable them to drive progressive 
innovation for their agencies and clients - 
in essence - to be the change they want to 
see in the industry.



HOW YOUR AGENCY WILL BENEFIT

• Participants will prototype projects that demonstrates the  
pioneering work of their agency in this emerging area of disruption

• Create more opportunities to win awards. For example, 
in 2018, 2 out of 3 D&AD Black Pencils were for socially 
responsible campaigns (‘Fearless Girl’ and ‘Palau Pledge’) 

• Deliver better work for a growing number of clients seeking to 
create long-term growth through defining their social purpose

• Attract new business from purpose-led clients

• Talent skilled in new forms of leadership required in the 
purpose-led era

• Retain and build loyalty of staff who join the programme 
(costs less than the cost of replacement)

• Agencies that demonstrate commitment to the purpose-
agenda will attract high quality talent

INDUSTRY LEADERSHIP

CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

UP-SKILLING AND ATTRACTING TALENT

          It’s clear that people want 
business to have a purpose 
beyond profit.

          The techniques I learnt 
on the course helped my team 
become partners to one of our 
major clients in their business 
transformation, securing 
significant revenue opportunities, 
and building deeper relationships 
with their leadership.

Syl Saller,  
CMO, Diageo

2017 Reclaiming Agency Participant, 
Sam Bueno de Mesquita,  
Senior Content Strategy Director, 
Publicis Media



Jonathan has 15 years experience as a strategic 
planner working on Shell, Nestlé, Kraft, Diageo 
and the BBC. Awards include Gold at the IPA 
Effectiveness Awards for the launch of TV channel, 
Dave. In 2010 he started a Masters in Sustainability at 
Ashridge Business School. 

After living in a wood and a Maori community he 
returned with a question: How can the advertising 
industry use its creative firepower to help address 
some of the world’s greatest problems?  He co-
founded The Comms Lab, co-authored the report 
‘Reclaiming Agency’ and facilitated the ‘Reclaiming 
Agency’ programme with Emma in 2017.

At the heart of Jonathan’s work is a desire to work 
with people who want to use their skills to have a 
greater positive impact.

Emma began her career in marketing on the WPP Fellowship, 
working in strategic roles at agencies including JWT, The 
Futures Company and Brand Union in London and New York. 

She later joined Collectively, where she worked with 
organisations including Unilever, Google and Marks and 
Spencer, to pilot and scale ideas in response to the UN 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

Most recently, she has been exploring the relationship 
between inner work and outward action, through walking 
the Camino de Santiago, writing in the wild landscapes of 
British Columbia and studying ancient reflective practices 
across India.

She is continuing this by training as an integral coach 
with Thirdspace Coaching, an affiliate of this programme. 
Emma believes in the power of community, creativity and 
communication to move people towards positive change.

Jonathan Wise

PROGRAMME  
FACILITATORS

Emma Ashru Jones



PROGRAMME 
FACULTY

Faculty members are experts in a variety of disciplines beyond the 
advertising industry, including systems change, sustainability and human-
centred design. Faculty includes:

We will also hear from previous 
programme participants, 
sharing experiences of making 
change in their agencies. 

Lauren Currie  
Head of Design,  
Good Lab

Steve Hodges 
Integral Development 
Coach, Thirdspace

Jennie McShannon 
Organisational Consultant, 
Tavistock Consulting

Ella Saltmarshe 
Co-Founder,  
The Comms Lab

Jo Coombes 
Founder,  
Ad Green

Jeremy Mathieu 
Sustainability Advisor,  
BBC and International  
Manager, BAFTA 
Sustainability



PROGRAMME DETAILS

• Receive classroom training during a 3 day, 2 night residential 
workshop experience and 5 x full day workshops 

• Engage in 6 x individual sessions with a trained leadership coach 
spanning the programme

• Have 6 x organised opportunities to meet up as a community during 
the programme.

• Be part of a small learning group for continuous support

• Receive continued mentorship by course leaders throughout the 
programme

• Be part of an email community that includes past programme 
participants

• Be introduced to our faculty of innovators and experts 

• All accommodation, food, drink and travel expenses are covered

We understand the importance of creating a vibrant learning 
community over the 6 month programme. In 2018, participants will:

£3,995 per participant 
Photo: Bore Place, Kent.  Location  
for opening residential weekend



MONTH/
DATE

DURATION/ 
LOCATION

CONTENT

LISTENING

November 
2018

3 day / 2 night
Bore Place, 
Kent

Introduction to the Programme

Linking work and self to the ‘whole’. Introduction to systems thinking. Understanding connection to 
natural systems. Theory of emergence and change. Introduce coaches and ’Learning Groups’.

December 
2018

1 day /  
London

Values at Work

Introduce ‘Values Map’. Understanding of values present at work and out of work. Working with 
tensions and alignment.

FINDING 
THE FLEX

January 
2019

1 day /  
London

Identifying Opportunities

What helps and hinders change in your agency? Principles of ‘Action Learning’. Experiment with values 
based leadership.

February 
2019

1 day /  
London

Project Design

Introduction to Prototyping. Frameworks for success. Designing a prototype project.

CREATING
CHANGE

March 
2019

1 day /  
London

Scaling Projects

Share progress on projects. Refine and understand how to grow.

April 
2019

1 day /  
London

Celebrating the Future

Participants invite colleagues and share successes, questions, and projects.



To find out more, please visit www.reclaimingagency.com  
Or contact Jonathan Wise on jonathan@thecommslab.com

www.reclaimingagency.com
mailto:?subject=

